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Technical task:
The task of the technical innovation is to make cell markings for spreadsheet pro-
grams editable.
Initial situation:
An additional functionality for the spreadsheet program offers
Analysis functions from set theory.
The following analysis functions are conceivable:
1. union
2. intersection
3rd negation intersection
4. Subtraction of quantities
5. Frequencies of the elements
6. ModuleOverview
The following explanations are based on the above mentioned. Example.
1. union
    The union are all elements of the listed quantities, fig. 2.
2. intersection
 The intersections are the elements sold in all months, Fig. 3.
3. negation intersection
 This analysis shows all items that were not sold in all months, Fig. 4.
4. subtractions
    a) For example, the question arises as to which product types were no longer sold  
    in the last month. In the example   this is the product type „Product 3“, Fig. 5.
    b) For example, the question arises as to which product types have been resold in  
     the last month. That is, which product types are not in the previous months
        were sold. In the example this is the product type „product 8“, fig. 6.
    The quantity operation „Subtraction“ gets a set (called „B“)
    deducted from another quantity (called „A“). In the above example 4.a (Fig. 5),  
    the set „A“ from the union set was      formed from the sets of months Sept. to  
    Nov. The set „B“ represents the set from Dec. It is abstracted that before a  
    subtraction the two sets A and B have to be defined and if necessary unification  
    sets from other sets are respectively.
5. frequencies
    This analysis shows a clear overview of the frequencies of product sales, shown in  
 the elements, Fig. 7.
6. ModuleOverview
 This analysis gives the following overview of the elements, Fig. 8.
 In this presentation, the subtraction example from No. 4 is also very good
     recognizable (yellow background).
Changes to Cell markers within a spreads-
heet program
The first Pareto analysis divides the numeric values into groups A and B. Group A is 
the most important and is assigned the highest priority (= A). As described in the 
example, a second Pareto analysis is carried out for group B. The resulting group A 
represents the middle priority (= B). The remaining numerical values are assigned to 
the priority C.
For clarity, this is shown below in colors (priority A = green, priority B = yellow, priori-
ty C = red), see Fig. 8.
Advantages:
 < With this functionality, markings can be changed efficiently. The special function 
for the extension of markings is also a safety bonus. Marking the columns filled 
with a cell content is not possible with the extension function provided by Excel.
Possible application:
 < Applicable in spreadsheet programs.
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Beispielablauf:
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